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Abstract: The green fluorescent protein proton wire operating upon photoexcitation of the internally caged
chromophore is investigated by means of classical molecular dynamics and multiconfigurational electronic
structure calculations. The structure of the proton wire is studied for the solvated protein, showing that the
wire is likely to be found in a configuration ready to operate as soon as the chromophore is photoexcited,
and leading to a total of three proton translocations in the vicinity of the chromophore. Multiconfigurational
CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations provide a detailed overview of the energy landscape of the proton wire
for the ground electronic state S0, the photoactive 1ππ* state, and the charge-transfer 1πσ* state. The results
allow discussion of the operation of the wire in terms of the sequence of proton-transfer events and the
participation of each electronic state.

Introduction

Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is an important fluorescent
marker in cell biology, exhibiting a complex photophysics and
photochemistry that has been the subject of many investigations
during the last 10 years.1 Experimental2-14 as well as
theoretical15-24 works have been mainly devoted to shedding

light into the complex photophysics of the protein, arising from
the internally caged chromophore and the nearby residues. A
great part of the interest on GFP comes from the multiple proton
relay system that operates in it after photoexcitation. It is widely
accepted that the proton wire operating inside the GFP proceeds
through a multiple proton-transfer process connecting the
chromophore with a glutamate residue in three proton hops.
Such a pathway was originally proposed on the basis of X-ray
measurements of the protein structure.25 Recent experiments
using ultrafast transient infrared spectroscopy14 give further
evidence in favor of this pathway. The proton wire operates
inside the GFP upon photoexcitation of the chromophore (Cro)
to the photoactive1ππ* state. The Cro residue is hydrogen-
bonded to an internally caged water molecule (Wat25) in the
same cavity. Wat25 is hydrogen-bonded to a serine residue
(Ser205) that finally connects to a glutamate residue (Glu222)
and completes the wire. Photoactivated proton wires have been
receiving much attention in recent times26 due to their techno-
logical applicability and biological importance; photoactivated
proton transfer from a chromophore to a nearby solvent molecule
has also received much attention.27
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Experimental studies on the photophysics and photochemistry
of GFP are usually interested in the overall cycle occurring upon
photon absorption. The number of experiments concerning the
three-step proton wire operating inside the protein is enormous,2-14

whereas there is comparatively less theoretical work on the
simulation and modeling of the three proton-transfer processes
that constitute the photoactivated proton wire. Some theoretical
studies have focused on the nonradiative deactivation pathways
of the photoexcited chromophore,16,20-22 involving mainly bond
torsions that lead to a loss of planarity. Other theoretical studies
have been devoted to reproduce the electronic spectra of the
GFP chromophore, using either semiempirical15 or time-
dependent density functional methods (TDDFT).19

Time-resolved spectroscopic measurements led to the pro-
posal of a three-state (structures) model.2 Basically (in this brief
discussion we keep the same nomenclature as in the original
article), the A structure, namely the neutral chromophore, can
be electronically excited at 400 nm to A*. Then A* evolves in
a picosecond time scale to I*, which can either decay to the
ground-state I and then return to A or evolve to B*, which in
turn relaxes to the long-lived structure B. The A form is believed
to contain the chromophore in neutral form, whereas I and B
are thought to correspond to the chromophore in anionic form.
Variations of this basic model have been proposed in other
experimental works.4,5,7Lill and Helms18 gave a first simulation
of the three-step proton wire using a nearly classical molecular
dynamics method. They concluded that the multiple proton
transfer is triggered by the transfer of the phenolic proton from
Cro to Wat25. The two following proton-transfer events, namely
Wat25f Ser205 and Ser205f Glu222, would then proceed
in a few tens of femtoseconds through a barrierless process.
However, the first proton-transfer step was forced in the
simulations, so that they were started from the deprotonated
chromophore form, excluding the possibility of a fully concerted
mechanism or the initial transfer of any of the other two protons.
Their calculations were based on proton-transfer barrier estima-
tions for general donor-acceptor pairs28 used to derive proton-
hop probabilities at each time step.29,30 It has recently been
shown24 that the protonation of the Wat25 molecule may be a
more complex process than could be anticipated at first sight,
maybe involving an (apparent) electronic state crossing between
the photoactive1ππ* electronic state and a1πσ* charge-transfer
state from the chromophore to the nearby water molecule. This
kind of process appears to be a general trend of many organic
chromophores31,32as well as of DNA base pairs.33 Its importance
to the photophysics of GFP is an issue being considered in the
present work.

To our knowledge, there are no studies yet on the photo-
excited GFP proton wire based on high-level electronic structure
calculations of a relevant model, where all the possible proton-
transfer events are analyzed from ab initio electronic excited-
state energy calculations. In this study, we analyze the proton
wire using multiconfigurational electronic structure calculations,
and we obtain the proton-transfer energy profiles connecting
all the possible protonation states of the wire on the ground

electronic state S0, the photoactive first1ππ* electronic state,
and the 1πσ* charge-transfer electronic state. To devise a
meaningful model for the electronic calculations, a classical
dynamics study of the complete solvated protein was previously
performed with focus on the relative positions of the chro-
mophore and proton wire residues and their geometries.

The aim of this work is to provide a clear view of the
energetics of the proton wire operating inside GFP and the role
of the different electronic states. These results will contribute
to a better understanding of the photochemical properties of
the protein in conjunction with information coming from well-
devised experiments. The article is organized as follows. Section
2 provides the computational details of the molecular dynamics
simulations and the multiconfigurational electronic structure
calculations. Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 contain the main results
and discussion on the molecular dynamics simulations and the
electronic structure calculations, respectively. Finally, section
4 summarizes the results and gives the overall conclusions.

2. Computational Details

2.1. Molecular Dynamics Simulations.Molecular dynamics simu-
lations were performed starting from the 1EMB Protein Data Bank
entry.25 The CHARMM program,34 28b2 version, was used through
all the simulations, in conjunction with the CHARMM 22 force
field.35 The neutral form of the chromophore of the GFP protein was
described by means of the parameter set derived by Thiel and
co-workers.17

The simulated system consists of the protein solvated in a sphere of
radius 37 Å formed by 5531 water molecules of TIP3 type36 and a
total of 20 236 atoms. The position of the hydrogens of the overall
system was obtained using the HBUILD command37 of CHARMM. A
1-fs time step was used in the molecular dynamics propagation. The
system was simulated using Newtonian dynamics inside the inner 32
Å region starting from the center of mass of the system and Langevin
dynamics on the outer 5 Å shell.38 The temperature was fixed at 300
K during the entire production simulation. The list of atoms belonging
to the buffer region was updated every five steps. The buffer region
was described by a friction coefficient of 62 ps-1, and a quartic potential
with force constant equal to 0.2 kcal/mol‚Å-4 starting at 35.5 Å from
the center of mass of the system was used to prevent water molecules
from the outer shell to evaporate. At no time during the simulation did
a protein residue enter the buffer region.

The equilibration protocol prior to the production dynamics was as
follows. The overall system was first minimized for 200 steps where
all the coordinates of the protein and oxygen atoms corresponding to
the crystallization waters were kept frozen. Such minimization was
intended to release the bad contacts generated during the solvation of
the system. On a subsequent minimization of 200 steps, all the atoms
were allowed to move, and the backbone atoms were subjected to a
harmonic potential with a force constant of 10.0 kcal/mol‚Å-2 with
respect to crystal structure positions. A third minimization was then
performed with no restrictions for another 100 steps. The system was
then heated in three steps. In all of them, the backbone atoms evolved
under an extra harmonic potential with a force constant of 10.0 kcal/
mol‚Å-2 with respect to the last minimization positions. First, 10 000
steps of dynamics were performed, starting at a temperature of 20 K
that was raised to 100 K at a rate of 1 K/step, remaining then at 100
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K until the dynamics was finalized. This procedure was then repeated
from 100 to 200 K and finally from 200 to 300 K. Once the temperature
was set at 300 K, the backbone constraints had to be smoothly released.
To do so, the system was propagated for 10 000 steps with a force
constant of 5.0 kcal/mol‚Å-2. Then, 10 000 steps were propagated with
a force constant of 1.0 kcal/mol‚Å-2. Finally, 10 000 steps of totally
unconstrained dynamics were run. The system was then considered
ready for production simulations at 300 K.

2.2. Quantum Chemistry Calculations.The quantum chemistry
calculations performed correspond to two models, which are depicted
in Figure 1. In model 1, the chromophore and the closest water molecule
are considered. The H2O molecule is placed to mimic its position in
the proton wire, and we note that it differs from a previous, related
study.24

The more extended model, model 2, also includes the residues giving
place to the proton wire inside the protein cavity. The Ser205 residue
is modeled by a methanol molecule, while the Glu222 residue is
modeled by an acetate molecule. Both models are set to haveCs

symmetry, and the chromophore lies on the symmetry plane. This
considerably reduces the computational effort, allowing us to perform
calculations that would be otherwise even more computationally
demanding. It also permits a more natural analysis and characterization
of the two involved electronic excited states, since they belong to
different symmetry representations of theCs point group. The analysis
of the classical trajectories of the whole solvated protein, to be discussed
in section 3.1, reveals that the chromophore is close to planarity most
of the time and that the proton wire is close to the plane defined by
the chromophore. Deactivation pathways from the1ππ* state to the S0
state will exist for the chromophore involving a loss of planarity,16,20,21

which is not the subject of our investigation. The fact that fluorescence
is observed during a few nanoseconds when the GFP is excited, a much
longer time than the proton wire needs to operate, means that setting
planarity based on the molecular mechanics simulations is not a severe
assumption when studying the proton wire mechanism.

Complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) and complete
active space with perturbation theory corrections (CASPT2)39 calcula-
tions were performed on the two models using a 6-31++G(d,p) basis
set with polarization and diffuse functions for the water molecule atoms,
the oxygen atoms belonging to the wire and the three transferrable
protons. For the rest of the atoms, a 6-31G basis set was used. Diffuse
functions are important to describe the1πσ* charge-transfer state since
the water molecule is receiving a net electron coming from the
chromophore.24,31 An active space of six active orbitals with six
electrons was used in all the multiconfigurational calculations on the
ground electronic state S0, the 1ππ*, and 1πσ* states. The1ππ* state
energies were calculated within an active space consisting of the three
highest occupied and the three lowest unoccupiedπ orbitals belonging
to the chromophore molecule. For the1πσ* state, the highest energy
π* orbital in the active space was substituted by the lowest unoccupied
σ orbital. A similar active space has been already used in electronic
structure calculations on the proton transfer from phenol to water and

ammonia clusters31 and in calculations considering the GFP chro-
mophore and the Wat25 molecule.24 In this work, we will refer to this
active space as (6,6) for brevity. To check convergence with respect to
the active space used, the energies of the S0, 1ππ*, and1πσ* electronic
states of the eight structures corresponding to the eight possible
protonation states of the proton wire were recalculated using the same
atomic orbital basis set as above, but using an active space of nine
orbitals with eight active electrons. In this set of electronic structure
calculations, the active space was kept the same for the three electronic
states. The active space consisted of the four highest occupied and the
four lowest unoccupied orbitals ofπ symmetry and the lowest
unoccupiedσ orbital. This selection of active space will be referred to
as (9,8) in this work. For each considered geometry, the three electronic
states of interest were calculated separately (i.e., no state average
calculations were performed). All the multiconfigurational calculations
were performed within the MOLCAS 6 set of programs.40

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Molecular Dynamics: Structure of the Proton Wire.
Classical molecular dynamics simulations, which were intended
to inspect the structural features of the chromophore and the
proton wire in its surroundings, were performed on the solvated
GFP protein. The main focus was on the geometry of the
chromophore along the molecular dynamics simulations, as well
as the spatial disposition of the proton wire with respect to it.
Figure 2a shows the chromophore and the proton wire, which
is taken from one of the molecular dynamics configurations. In
this configuration, the three oxygen-oxygen distances involved
in the proton wire are 2.85, 2.94, and 2.55 Å, respectively. Note
that, for this particular configuration, the first two hydrogen
bonds appear at distances slightly longer as compared to the
mean distance over all the averaged population (Figure 3). As
indicated from X-ray mesurements, the wire is formed by a
crystallographic water molecule close to the phenolic moiety
of the Cro residue, Wat25, the Ser205 residue, and the Glu222
residue.25 Cro and the other three groups are connected by
hydrogen bonds. Once Cro is photoexcited, the proton wire
connecting Cro with Glu222 is able to operate due to differences
in the overall potential energy function shape between the S0

and the excited states.
The solvated GFP system was propagated for half a nano-

second under the conditions described before, and a configu-
ration was saved every 5 ps, thus amounting to 100 configu-
rations. Those constitute the basis of the structural analysis of
the system. In Figure 3, the frequencies of appearance for the
distances between the two oxygen atoms forming each of the
three hydrogen bonds involved in the proton wire are plotted
over the population of 100 configurations. The distances
correspond to the pairs of atoms 1-3, 3-5, and 5-7, labeled
in Figure 1.

The same information, now for the O-H-O angles of the
three hydrogen bonds, is plotted in Figure 4. The atoms involved
in the monitored angles are 1-2-3, 3-4-5, and 5-6-7. From
the molecular dynamics simulations, the proton wire is well-
formed most of the time. Oxygen-oxygen distances are cen-
tered at around 2.7-2.8 Å, except the third hydrogen bond,
which is slightly shorter. This is because Glu222 is initially a
negatively charged species, thus forming a shorter-than-average
hydrogen bond. As for the O-H-O angles of the hydrogen

(39) Andersson, K.; Malmqvist, P.-Å.; Roos, B. O.J. Chem. Phys.1992, 96,
1218-1226.
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Sweden, 2004.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the two models investigated in the
quantum chemical calculations.
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bonds, most of the time they are between 160 and 170°. Thus,
one can conclude that most of the time the proton wire is likely
to be found in a configuration adequate for the multiple proton
transfer to occur. This is well in agreement with more general
molecular dynamics simulations devoted to study the hydrogen
bond network around the chomophore in the protein environ-
ment.41

Another structural feature that is of interest is the planarity
of the chromophore inside the protein cavity. It has been
addressed in the past by Zimmer and co-workers,42 who
monitored the two dihedral anglesτ andψ that correspond to
the torsions along the two bonds connecting both rings of the
chromophore. In this work, as a simple measure of the planarity
of the overall residue, we have focused on the dihedral angle
between the two rings of the chromophore. The information is
depicted in Figure 5. The two rings spend most of the time
near a planar conformation, but the distribution is not centered
at 0°. The most probable angles are close to-8 and 8°,

indicating that the chromophore is most of the time only slightly
out-of-plane.

3.2. Quantum Chemistry Calculations: Photochemistry
of the Proton Wire. The analysis of the already introduced
models 1 and 2 (Figure 1) is undertaken in this section. The
results of model 1, which are complementary to a previous
study,24 serve as a reference point to understand the role of the
wire residues in the overall multiple proton-transfer process.

The aim of the quantum chemistry calculations for model 2
(the model in which the complete proton wire is contained) is
2-fold. First, these calculations are intended to provide a picture
of the potential energy landscape over which the proton wire
operates, based on a static picture of the process in which
discussion is centered around the idea of “protonation states”
and will involve estimated exoergodicities and endoergodicities
incurred when the proton wire evolves between any two of these
protonation states. One could even try to study the dependence

(41) Nifosi, R.; Tozzini, V.Proteins: Struct., Funct., Genet.2003, 51, 378-
389.

(42) Chen, M. C.; Lambert, C. R.; Urgitis, J. D.; Zimmer, M.Chem. Phys.2001,
270, 157-164.

Figure 2. Solvated GFP (top) and detail of the inner chromophore and
proton wire (bottom). The donor and acceptor atoms, transferable protons,
and the Wat25 water molecule are represented in red and white. The region
corresponding to the proton wire is highlighted for clarity purposes.

Figure 3. Histogram of the oxygen-oxygen distances implied in the proton
wire. Cro-Wat25 (top), Wat25-Ser205 (middle), and Ser205-Glu222
(bottom). The values were sampled from classical molecular dynamics
simulations.
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of these energetic magnitudes when each of the heavy atoms
supporting the proton wire is allowed to relax and stabilize the
system and in this way center the discussion in the values of
potential energy barriers and relative stabilities when all the
atoms in the wire are allowed to relax. In other words, one
seemingly could carry out a study based on elements such as
minimum energy paths (MEPs) connecting “minimum energy
structures” and use them as a criterion to establish the operation
of the wire, the sequence of motions, and rates of motion. At
this point, it is worth highlighting that the proton transfer
operating within GFP has been described as a very fast
process.2,3 Additionally, it is a very complex triple proton-
transfer process, and thus quantum effects such as tunneling
are expected to be very important in the operation of the proton
wire. In a situation such as this, it is dubious whether a
discussion basedsolely on reaction paths is meaningful, and
actually several issues seem to point in the opposite direction:

the proton-transfer coordinate(s) will show strong curvatures
and quantum effects such as corner-cutting tunneling are
guaranteed to be present. This, together with the likely lack of
ergodicity (in view of the speed of the process) will certainly
question the validity of a discussion based on the localization
of minimum energy structures where all atoms are allowed to
relax, and determination of the proton-transfer barriers, among
other reasons, because after the vertical Franck-Condon
electronic transition the system does not start from the minimum
in the excited electronic state.

For these reasons, the second aim of the calculations on model
2 is to provide a reasonable picture of the relevant potential
energy surface (PES) describing the proton transfer in the wire,
in addition to the minima and transition-state structures, to build
up an as-accurate-as-possible multidimensional PES over which
full quantum nuclear dynamics simulations can be performed
(that is, involving explicit motion of all protonsandheavy atoms
that make up the wire). We believe that this is a more reliable
and acceptable way of describing the ultrafast dynamics of the
proton transfer in the wire. This quantum dynamics study over
the PES that we present in this article and that is contained
explicitly in the Supporting Information of this work is currently
work in progress in our laboratory.

As mentioned before, calculations over model 2 are based
on potential energy profile calculations for the three transferable
protons. This analysis plays with the idea of protonation states,
a protonation state being a structure in which each proton is
within bonding distance (∼1 Å) to either its donor or acceptor
atom. To refer to the different protonation states of the proton
wire, a code of three characters is used, each one identifying
the position of one of the protons. These are depicted and
explained in Figure 6. The first character refers to the proton
shared between Cro and Wat25, which can be either “C” or
“W”. The second character refers to the proton shared between
Wat25 and Ser205, which can be either “W” or “S”. In the same
way, the last character can be either “S” or “G”. States labeled
with codes in which a character appears twice have two protons
bonded to that residue. They have, hence, a formal positive
charge located over the residue appearing twice in the code.
Residues whose initials do not appear in a protonation state code
have a formal negative charge in that protonation state. Both
charged and noncharged groups of protonation states appear in
red and in blue in Figure 6, respectively. Since there are three
transferable protons, there are a total of 23 ) 8 protonation states.
The idea of protonation states we are using does not assume

Figure 4. Histogram of the oxygen-proton-oxygen angles implied in the
proton wire. Cro-Wat25 (top), Wat25-Ser205 (middle), and Ser205-
Glu222 (bottom). The values were sampled from classical molecular
dynamics simulations.

Figure 5. Histogram of the chromophore ring-ring dihedral angle. The
values were sampled from classical molecular dynamics simulations.
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anything about their stability; it is simply a convenient way of
referring to the different structures and paths relevant to the
proton wire. Using such convention, reactants are represented
by (CWS), products are represented by (WSG), the situation in
which only the proton shared by Cro and Wat25 has transferred
would be given by WWS, and so on.

The minimization of the potential energy for model 2 at the
CASSCF level of theory and the (6,6) active space in S0 yields
a structure where the O-O distances are 2.65 Å (Cro-Wat25),
2.59 Å (Wat25-Ser205), and 2.48 Å (Ser205-Glu222).

The 12 paths involving only the motion of any one proton
along each path are represented in Figure 6. Each path has been
explored at three donor-acceptor distances, thus leading to 36
energy profiles. For each hydrogen bond involving the transfer-
ring proton, three O-O distances corresponding to its donor
and acceptor atoms have been studied, with values between 2.30
and 2.65 Å, intended to cover the domain of equilibrium
distances in the S0 electronic state and the shortest expected
donor-acceptor distances in normal proton-transfer events (for
precise values, see Supporting Information). The other two O-O
distances (i.e., those for the hydrogen bonds that do not
experience transfer) are kept frozen at their values for the
minimum in S0. Each energy profile consists of the evaluation
of the potential energy at seven intermediate positions of the
transferable proton between the corresponding donor and
acceptor oxygen atoms. This scheme leads then to a total amount
of 252 distinct geometries being considered. For each geometry,
the S0, 1ππ*, and 1πσ* electronic states are considered at both
CASSCF and CASPT2 levels with the (6,6) active space, thus
having performed a total of 1512 multiconfigurational potential
energy evaluations. Technical details of the calculations can be
found in section 2.2. The different structures have been
generated with the protons lying on the straight line that connects
donor and acceptor atoms, which is reasonable in view of the

results of the molecular dynamics simulations presented above,
especially Figure 4. The geometry of the rest of the system is
kept frozen at the S0 minimum energy geometry. We explore
all the possible single proton-transfer paths connecting the
reactants’ (CWS) and the products’ (WSG) structures as a way
to gather information on the nature of the proton wire mecha-
nism, its energetics, and the role of the different electronic states.
Full information on all the performed calculations is available
as Supporting Information and will be used to construct a
potential energy surface to dynamically simulate the multiple
proton-transfer process.

A main point of interest in the present discussion is the
analysis of the proton-transfer energy profiles corresponding
to the proton moving from Cro to Wat25. The coordinate used
to represent the proton position corresponds to the signed
distance of the proton to the point halfway between both donor
and acceptor atoms. The potential energy profiles of the1ππ*
and1πσ* electronic states at both CASSCF and CASPT2 levels
with the (6,6) active space are found in Figure 7. The O-O
distance for the proton transfer from Cro to Wat25 is held fixed
at 2.65 Å in all cases. The geometry of the other two hydrogen
bonds is kept frozen at the geometries of the minimum in S0

while the first proton is being transferred: the O-O distance
in the Wat25 to Ser205 transfer is 2.59 Å, and that of the Ser205
to Glu222 is 2.48 Å, while the corresponding protons are bound
to the donor oxygen atoms (i.e., within 1 Å of it). Figure 7a,b
represents the proton-transfer energy profiles from Cro to Wat25
for model 1 (Figure 1) at the CASSCF and CASPT2 levels,
respectively, and the (6,6) active space. The1ππ* electronic
state is strongly destabilized due to the charge separation induced
as the proton moves from the chromophore to the water
molecule. The1πσ* electronic state intersects the photoactive
1ππ* state at both CASSCF and CASPT2 levels of theory. The
main difference between the CASSCF and CASPT2 results is
an extra stabilization of the1ππ* state at the CASPT2 level,
resulting in a later crossing of both states. The same results
were also found in one of our previous studies,24 where the water
molecule hydrogen atoms were set out-of-plane, contrary to the
current model 1, where they are set in-plane, more in accordance
to the results coming from the molecular dynamics simulations.
Profiles corresponding to model 2 are found in Figure 7c-f. In
Figure 7c,d, the results corresponding to the proton transfer to
Wat25 are represented. In terms of the already introduced
protonation states, the analyzed profiles correspond to the (CWS)
f (WWS) process. The presence of the rest of the wire stabilizes
the 1ππ* electronic state when the proton is transferred. The
1πσ* electronic state appears to be less sensitive to the presence
of the rest of the chain. Hence, the crossing appears at longer
values of the proton-transfer coordinate, as compared to that in
model 1. As seen before, at the CASPT2 level the1ππ* presents
an extra stabilization with respect to the CASSCF results,
leading to a nearly noncrossing situation (Figure 7d). Figure
7e,f corresponds to the (CSS)f (WSS) process, the proton
transfer from Cro to Wat25 once Wat25 has already transferred
one proton to Ser205. It is interesting to note how the1πσ*
state is clearly destabilized when the proton initially at Wat25
is at the reactants side, Ser205. This is because the1πσ* state
is an electron-transfer state, implying an electron transfer from
Cro to Wat25.24 When the proton from Cro is not yet transferred,
the 1πσ* state corresponds formally to an extra electron on a

Figure 6. Schematic representation of the possible protonation states of
the proton wire. Each code of three characters represents one of the eight
possible limiting protonation states of the wire. Each character represents
the position of one of the three protons, starting by the proton initially bound
to the chromophore, the proton shared between the water molecule and the
serine residue, and the proton shared between the serine residue and the
glutamate residue, respectively. The first character may have the values
“C” or “W”, depending on whether the proton is in bonding distance to the
chromophore or to the water molecule. Analogously, the second character
may be “W” or “S”, and the third one “S” or “G”. Protonation states in
blue have a formal negative charge in one of the positions along the chain.
Protonation states in red have one formal positive charge and two formal
negative charges along the chain. Straight lines identify paths involving
the transfer of a single proton. All paths implying the transfer of a single
proton at a time are depicted in the figure.
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OH- fragment. As expected from previous results, at the
CASPT2 level an extra stabilization of the1ππ* state with
respect to the1πσ* state causes the intersection between both
electronic states to disappear (Figure 7f).

One should bear in mind that Wat25 is involved in additional
hydrogen bonds in the protein cavity, which would stabilize
the situation corresponding to a protonated water molecule.
Additionally, Glu222 is involved in an extra hydrogen bond
with the chromophore, which would partially destabilize it as a
proton acceptor species. As an example, a recent computational
work by Zhang et al. discusses the importance of the residue
His148, which is able to form a hydrogen bond with either the
phenolic oxygen of the chromophore or the water molecule.23

Thus, it is obvious that the real system is more complex than
the model we have used here. The inclusion of more residues
in high-level electronic calculations to build more accurate

models is an issue to be considered as the computational power
allows.

In Table 1, the potential energy of the different protonation
states for each relevant electronic state can be found. The
multiconfigurational calculations leading to the results in Table
1 have been performed using two different active spaces (see
section 2.2 for details). The (6,6) active space is the one also
used for the computation of all the energy profiles corresponding
to the different 252 geometries considered. An active space of
nine orbitals and eight electrons (henceforth, (9,8)) is used to
recompute the eight structures appearing in Table 1, so as to
give more accurate results and to validate the smaller active
space. At the CASPT2 level, most of the results obtained for
the (9,8) active space are mostly within 3 kcal/mol of the results
obtained for the (6,6) active space, and the changes of the
relative energies between the different configurations considered

Figure 7. Proton-transfer potential energy profiles corresponding to the translocation of the first proton from the chromophore to the nearby water molecule
at CASSCF (top) and CASPT2 (bottom) levels of theory with the (6,6) active space. The energy profiles correspond to both the photoactive1ππ* and 1πσ*
electronic states. (a,b) Transfer to an isolated water molecule. (c-f) Transfer when the rest of the chain is present. (c,d) Situation in which the chromophore
transfers the phenolic proton to a water molecule, (CWS)f (WWS); (e,f) Chromophore transferring its proton once the water has already protonated the
serine residue, (CSS)f (WSS). The energy origin is set on the ground state of the most stable structure for both models 1 (a,b) and 2 (c-f). The abscissa
value r1 is the signed distance of the proton to the point halfway between the donor and acceptor atoms.
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are not significant for the discussion in this article. The eight
structures out of 252 collected in Table 1 have been selected
with the following criteria: the geometry of the proton wire,
as to the distances between all the donor and acceptor atoms,
is held fixed at the geometry of the minimum in S0. Each
protonation state structure corresponds to a structure with the
three transferable protons at 1.0 Å either from the donor oxygen
atom or from the acceptor oxygen atom. These protonation states
do not necessarily represent stable structures, and in some cases
the path from a protonation state to another implies a steady
increase in potential energy. However, the protonation states
constitute a set of points adequate to map the overall surface
and unravel its main characteristics. It is interesting to see how
the translocation of the three involved protons is highly
endoergic on the S0 surface, while it is exoergic on the1ππ*
and1πσ* surfaces at the CASPT2 level of calculation and only
slightly endoergic at the CASSCF level of theory for the1ππ*
case. At the CASSCF level, the1ππ* and 1πσ* states cross
each other when the proton initially at Cro is transferred,
independent of the position of the other two transferable protons.
One can compare the energy of the (CXY) and the correspond-
ing (WXY) protonation states to appreciate the dissociative
nature of the1πσ* electronic state toward the transfer of the
first proton.

The number of different ways to go from (CWS) to (WSG)
which involve single proton translocations is 3!) 6, as can be
seen by visually inspecting Figure 6. The analysis in terms of
the protonation state energies provides interesting information
about the mechanism of the photoexcited proton wire. The six
paths (not to be confused with energy profiles: these paths map
ways to go between fixed structures corresponding to protona-
tion states) connecting (CWS) and (WSG) are given in Figure
8 at the CASPT2 level of theory, using the large (9,8) active
space. Going from (CWS) to (WSG) is an endoergic process in
S0 that costs around 18 kcal/mol. Conversely, such a process is
exoergic by 7.0 kcal/mol in the photoactive1ππ* electronic state
and by around 20 kcal/mol in the charge-transfer1πσ* electronic
state. In all cases, the (CXY)f (WXY) (Cro to Wat25) proton
transfers in the1πσ* state are exoergic processes, clearly
showing that it is a very dissociative electronic state toward

chromophore deprotonation. However, the photoactive1ππ*
state and the1πσ* state never cross in the relevant regions at
the CASPT2 level of theory, despite approaching each other
when the proton initially at Cro is transferred to Wat25. They
are closest in energy in the (WWS) configuration. It is worth
noticing that the energy difference between (CXY) and (WXY)
configurations decreases when going from the S0 to the 1ππ*
electronic state, by 14-19 kcal/mol, making the1ππ* pro-
tonation of Wat25 from Cro an exoergic process in some proton
wire configurations, as can be seen in Figure 8d-f. This is never
the case in S0, where deprotonating the chromophore is always
an endoergic process. Inspecting the different paths in the1ππ*
state, one realizes that, after first transferring any of the three
protons, (CWS)f (WWS), (CWS)f (CSS), or (CWS)f
(CWG), a downhill way to (WSG) always exists, except for
the path in Figure 8c, whose higher protonation state appears
after the second proton transfer. These paths correspond to
Figure 8a,d-f. Of these paths, the most energetically favorable
upon photoexcitation is the one in Figure 8d, which corresponds
to first transferring the proton from Ser205 to Glu222, then from
Wat25 to Ser205, and finally from the chromophore to Wat25.
It is noteworthy that the aforementioned path is the only one
that goes through all the protonation states in blue in Figure 6.
The first proton transfer in this path costs between 10 and 12
kcal/mol, in both S0 and 1ππ* states. All the paths passing
through structures with a formal positive charge and two formal
negative charges along the chain (which in the naming conven-
tion used to identify the protonation states in this work are those
states in which one character is repeated in the code, and they
are depicted in red in Figure 6) involve higher energies. The
fact that all the paths from (CWS) to (WSG) in1ππ* involve
going first through a higher-in-energy protonation state is in
accord with much of the experimental results indicating a mean
proton-transfer time of around 12 ps.2,3,14 The path in Figure
8a, starting with the (CWS)f (WWS) transfer, corresponds to
the one proposed by Lill and Helms.18 Despite being a downhill
path after the proton initially at Cro transfers, the initial step is
endoergic by roughly 23 kcal/mol.

Up to this point we have seen that the path in Figure 8d
appears to be the most favorable nonconcerted (stepwise) path.
The question remains open as to what happens for a hypothetical
concerted mechanism. To complete the above discussion, then,
the energy corresponding to a structure where the three
transferable protons are centered between the corresponding
oxygen atoms was evaluated at the CASPT2 level of theory
with the (6,6) active space in the1ππ* electronic state, while
the rest of the system was kept at the geometry of the minimum
in S0. Such a structure is not necessarily a real transition state,
but its energy provides insight into the feasibility of a concerted
mechanism to operate on the wire. On the S0 electronic state,
such a structure is located 30.7 kcal/mol above the (CWS)
configuration. In ref 23, where only the S0 state is considered,
the concerted transition-state energy of the closest model to ours
is reported to be 24.08 kcal/mol, in reasonable agreement with
the value we found, considering the differences between both
computational works. As for the1ππ* electronic state, this
concerted transferstructure lies only 14.8 kcal/mol above the
energy of the (CWS) configuration. This value should be
compared to the energy difference between the (CWG) and
(CWS) structures in1ππ* for the most favorable stepwise path

Table 1. Energies (in kcal/mol) of the Different Protonation States
of the Wire, at the S0, 1ππ*, and 1πσ* Electronic Statesa

protonation state S0
1ππ* 1πσ*

CASSCF
CWS 0.0 (0.0) 110.7 (105.9) 131.1 (134.9)
WWS 45.1 (44.9) 139.7 (136.0) 111.0 (119.1)
CSS 27.6 (27.9) 134.4 (130.0) 163.3 (167.1)
CWG 12.8 (12.7) 121.6 (117.0) 152.8 (156.4)
WSS 41.0 (35.5) 131.0 (131.7) 107.7 (116.1)
WWG 46.7 (41.2) 139.1 (138.6) 121.6 (130.1)
CSG 17.0 (13.4) 120.4 (116.5) 160.1 (163.0)
WSG 22.8 (16.8) 110.7 (111.6) 98.9 (107.4)

CASPT2
CWS 0.0 (0.0) 82.2 (85.5) 119.5 (119.8)
WWS 40.9 (40.8) 105.4 (104.8) 105.9 (108.4)
CSS 21.5 (21.3) 99.6 (102.8) 144.1 (144.5)
CWG 12.5 (12.5) 92.6 (95.6) 140.0 (140.3)
WSS 34.8 (31.3) 93.8 (96.4) 104.6 (106.6)
WWG 43.1 (45.3) 104.6 (108.5) 119.6 (121.5)
CSG 15.5 (14.4) 86.8 (86.1) 142.0 (142.0)
WSG 18.4 (20.8) 75.2 (77.6) 98.8 (101.2)

a The given energies correspond to the (9,8) active space. Values in
parentheses correspond to the (6,6) active space.
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found (Figure 8d) at the same level of calculation, this being
95.6- 85.5) 10.1 kcal/mol (see values in parentheses in Table
1). Such a small difference between both paths certainly does
not exclude the possibility of a concerted mechanism to operate
on the excited state upon photoexcitation, possibly competitively
with a stepwise mechanism. We want to emphasize that it is
not the aim of the present work to discern between a concerted
or a stepwise mechanism, this issue being better addressed from
a dynamical perspective. Certainly this is an interesting point
to be considered soon.

The results presented up to now correspond to the system
with the heavy atoms in the proton wire held fixed in the same
positions as in the minimum in S0. This could be a reasonable
approximation taking into account that the process seems to be
very fast after the vertical Franck-Condon electronic excitation.
Allowing the different O-O distances to relax would lead to
lower energies for the protonation states. However, because of
the reasons stated at the beginning of section 3.2, the energetics
that one could obtain in this way would be inadequate to draw
definitive conclusions on the operativity of the proton wire,
being necessary for this purpose a quantum dynamical study in
which also the heavy atoms are allowed to move. In view of
this, the results presented thus far give a reasonable picture of
the energy landscape that underlies the proton wire, for both
the stepwise and concerted possibilities, concluding that com-
petition between both seems possible. As mentioned earlier, the
complete PES obtained in this way is to be used for a complete
quantum dynamical simulation involving also the heavy atoms
in the wire.

Figure 9 depicts the potential energy profiles for the initial
step in both the paths appearing in Figure 8a,d for the S0 and
1ππ* electronic states. In the first case, this corresponds to the
transfer of the proton from Cro to Wat25, whereas in the second

Figure 8. Relative stability of the protonation states connecting (CWS) and (WSG). Paths involving single proton hops are given. Energies correspond to
the CASPT2 calculations using the larger (9,8) active space. S0 state is given in black,1ππ* state appears in blue, and1πσ* is depicted in red. Energies are
given in kcal/mol. The protonation states involved in each path appear at the bottom of each profile representation.

Figure 9. Proton-transfer energy profiles corresponding to the transfer from
the chromophore to Wat25 and from Ser202 to Glu222, computed using
the CASPT2 method with the small (6,6) active space. The energy profiles
of the 1ππ* electronic state have been shifted by-85 kcal/mol so that
they can be visually compared to the S0 profiles.r identifies the position of
the transferring proton, in terms of the signed distance to the point halfway
between the donor and acceptor atoms for the affected hydrogen bond.
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case it represents the transfer of the proton from Ser205 to
Glu222. The potential energy curves corresponding to the1ππ*
state have been shifted by-85.0 kcal/mol to allow for visual
comparison of the energy profiles discussed here. It has been
already seen that the path in Figure 8d is the one that appears
to be the most energetically accessible. However, the potential
energy curves for the transfer of the proton from Ser205 to
Glu222 are nearly identical in both the S0 and 1ππ* states
(curves with full and empty triangles in Figure 9). Conversely,
the potential energy profile corresponding to the deprotonation
of the chromophore, as could be expected, is dramatically
changed upon photoexcitation. In other words, photoexcitation
causes local changes in the shape of the potential energy surface
that clearly favor the Cro to Wat25 proton transfer. How does
this fact affect the paths in Figure 8, parts a and d? The Cro to
Wat25 proton transfer is the first step in the path in Figure 8a,
leading to a high-energy WWS protonation state in S0. This
path is still energetically expensive in the1ππ* electronic state
despite the stabilization due to the electronic excitation. On the
contrary, that proton transfer is the last step of the path in Figure
8d. The energetic cost of the first step of this second path is
low already in the S0 state, and the photoexcitation reduces
noticeably the energetic requirements of the second and third
steps in the1ππ* electronic state. This is the reason the most
favorable nonconcerted path is the one that initiates the chain
of proton transfers at the other end of the chromophore, in this
way pulling the proton motion along the wire.

Finally, the information reported thus far also allows for the
discussion of the return path from the (WSG) to (CWS)
protonation states, after decay into the S0 electronic state from
the 1ππ* electronic state. Taking into account the starting and
ending points of the proton transfers, the path in Figure 8d also
represents the most favorable returning path, implying only an
energy decrease. Of course, energy barriers could exist between
the protonation states. It has been proved2,3 that the (CWS)
protonation state (form A in much of the related bibliography)
is regenerated from the unrelaxed (WSG) protonation state (form
I in related bibliography) in a fast process. Recently, the time
scale for the ground-state recovery of form A from the
intermediate I in the ground state has been estimated to be within
400 ps.43 These facts agree with our data reporting the existence
of a favorable return path on the S0 potential energy surface.
Therefore, it is likely that energy barriers along this path exist,
otherwise a purely downhill process would not take 400 ps.

4. Conclusions

In this article, an exhaustive theoretical study of the proton
wire operating in the green fluorescent protein (GFP) upon
electronic excitation of the internally caged chromophore has
been given. The results can be divided in two parts. First, we
performed molecular mechanics simulations of the solvated GFP
protein, starting from a well equilibrated structure. One hundred
configurations were sampled over 0.5 ns of classical dynamics.
The analysis of these configurations revealed that the proton
wire is likely to be found in a favorable geometry to operate
when the chromophore is photoexcited. A favorable geometry
means that the three hydrogen bonds that constitute the wire

remain at donor-acceptor distances of 2.6-2.8 Å, with the
transferable protons well-aligned between donor and acceptor
atoms. Also, the chromophore is, for most of the time, in a
nearly planar conformation, with a twisting angle of less than
10° between both chromophore rings. The classical dynamics
results also showed that the wire is close to the chromophore
plane. On the basis of the classical dynamics simulations, we
devised two models for the high-level electronic calculations,
which were set to belong to theCs point group. Model 1 consists
only on the chromophore and the nearby water molecule, Wat25,
whereas model 2 contains the rest of the wire where Ser205 is
modeled by a methanol molecule and Glu222 is modeled by
an acetate molecule.

Quantum chemistry calculations were performed on both
models 1 and 2 for the S0, 1ππ*, and 1πσ* electronic states
using the multiconfigurational CASSCF and CASPT2 methods.
For model 2, which considers the complete proton wire, 252
geometries were considered, scanning each possible single
proton transfer at three donor-acceptor distances. Calculations
done on model 2 are aimed at building up a realistic representa-
tion of the potential energy surface describing the operation of
the proton wire, including motion of heavy atoms, on which to
carry out quantum dynamical simulations at a later stage. Current
results serve the purpose of revealing the nature of the potential
energy landscape and qualitatively describe the likely evolution
of the system, after vertical Franck-Condon photoexcitation,
and without considering neither kinetic energy nor nuclear
quantum effects. This study of model 2 allowed us to unravel
some interesting properties of the wire energetics. The main
difference between models 1 and 2 is that the curve crossing
between the1ππ* and 1πσ* states vanishes when all the wire
is considered, mainly due to the stabilization of the1ππ* state
with respect to the1πσ*. This means that the1πσ* electronic
state is likely to be unimportant in the photochemistry of GFP.
However, this curve crossing may play a role in gas-phase
clusters involving the GFP chromophore and one or few water
molecules.

The energies of the eight structures corresponding to possible
limiting protonation states were then analyzed, focusing mainly
on the photoactive1ππ* electronic state. The most energetically
favorable way for the proton wire to operate is to transfer first
a proton from the serine residue to the glutamate, then a proton
from water to serine, and finally a proton from the chromophore
to the water molecule. This is also the mechanism that implies
the smaller charge separation along the chain. Such a mecha-
nism, which starts by the transfer of the most distant proton
from the chromophore, is somewhat counterintuitive, because
the most noticeable changes in the potential energy surface upon
photoexcitation normally occur in coordinates directly related
to the chromophore itself. To clarify this point, we analyzed
the proton-transfer energy profiles of both the proton transferring
from the chromophore to the water molecule and the proton
transferring from the serine to the glutamate residue. The energy
profile corresponding to the transfer of a proton from the serine
to the glutamate residue remains unaltered by the photoexcita-
tion, whereas the energy profile corresponding to the chro-
mophore deprotonation is dramatically affected. One should take
into account that the above discussion is entirely static, based
on prospects of the potential energy landscape of the proton
wire, which nonetheless provides much fundamental insight.

(43) Kennis, J. T. M.; Larsen, D. M. van Stokkum, I. H. M.; Vengris, M.; van
Thor, J. J.; van Grondelle, R.Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.2004, 101,
17988-17993.
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Dynamical studies need to be conducted in the future to clarify
the operation of the GFP proton wire. This is currently work in
progress in our laboratory. However, the simulations and results
given in this article provide fundamental insight in the energetics
and operation of the proton wire in GFP. Concretely, the results
presented point in the direction of an effective competition
between the best of the stepwise mechanisms and a fully
concerted mechanism. The results are relevant as a complement
to the experimental work devoted to understand the mechanism
of photoactivated proton wires, their importance in biology, and
technological applications. They also constitute a starting point
of new and deeper theoretical work in this exciting field of
research.
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